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Brand New
Narrowboat

Alvechurch
Marina

£133,950

Swift class - a 49ft Alvechurch Boat Centre 4 berth
cruiser stern narrowboat.

This is a great opportunity to purchase a newly built
narrowboat, configured in the same style as an ABC
hire fleet boat!

The Swift is in the popular 'reverse layout' which
means the galley is towards the stern. The galley
comes fully equipped with 4 burner gas cooker
complete with grill and oven, refrigerator, sink and
drainer, work surfaces and storage space.

Next there is a comfortable saloon/dinette area. The
seating area in the saloon can be converted into a
double bed in the evening, if required.

Following on from this is the bathroom with wash
basin, flush toilet, and shower. There is also a 240v
shaver socket.

The final cabin is the bedroom. This can be set up with
one double bed or two single beds. There is a
wardrobe for storing clothes in this cabin.

Steps then lead onto the bow deck that has seating
and a removable table.

If our green and red livery is not to your taste, you can
choose the external paintwork colour. All that would be
left would be to choose the name!

Other ABC class configurations will be available. For
further enquiries and lead times, please contact us on
0330 333 0590.

New boat builds viewing by appointment.

Additional information

Interior sundries

Stereo radio/CD player with multi speaker system and
USB input. Secure box. 12 volt high and

low level LED lighting throughout. Flotex carpet to all
areas except Galley and Showerrooms

where Polysafe vinyl flooring is fitted. Curtains to all
windows. USB charging point in all

cabins. Approved smoke and CO alarm.

Safety and Navigation Equipment

Bow, stern and side fenders and three mooring lines.
Three fire extinguishers and a fire

blanket fitted internally. A long pole, short pole with
boat hook fitted to the roof brackets.

Additional equipment includes three windlasses, three
mooring spikes, two lump hammers and a water hose.

Scan the QR code to view online

Overall length 49 feet

Beam 6 feet 10 inches

Draft --

Headroom --

No. of berths 4

Style of stern Cruiser

BSS certificate expiry --

Built Alvechurch Boat Centres

Fitout Alvechurch Boat Centres

Base Steel 10mm

Hull Steel 6mm

Cabin Steel 5mm

Engine Beta Marine

Gearbox PRM 150
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General

General

Name Brand New Narrowboat

BW index number --

Safety certificate NO

BSS certificate expiry --

BSS certificate number --

Built Alvechurch Boat
Centres

Location Alvechurch Marina

Price £133,950

Berths

No. of Berths 4

Double beds 1

Double beds (temp) 1

Single beds --

Single beds (temp) --

Size

Overall length 49 feet

Overall beam 6 feet 10 inches

Overall draft --

Style of stern Cruiser

Structure

Manufacturer

Manufacturer Alvechurch Boat
Centres

Hull ID No. --

Build date --

Original steel thickness

Base 10mm

Hull 6mm

Cabin 5mm

Anodes

Fitted NO

Date fitted --

Size --

No. of anodes --

Material

Base Steel

Hull Steel

Cabin side Steel

Roof Steel

Hull blacking

Last hull blacking --

Where --
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Running gear

Engine

Make Beta Marine

Model --

Year --

Fuel Diesel

Cooling --

Hours --

Last serviced date --

Last serviced by --

Gearbox

Make PRM 150

Model --

Year --

Reduction --

Coupling Aquadrive

Shaft diameter 1.5ins

Propellor size --

Capacities

Fuel 225ltrs

Water 850ltrs

Gas type Propane

No. of gas cylinders 2

Gas cylinder size 13kg

Interior

Fitted

Fitted by Alvechurch Boat
Centres

Date fitted --

Materials used

Floor Ply

Hull sides Ply

Cabin sides Ply

Deckhead Ply

Bulkheads --

Fittings --
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Equipment

In the galley

Cooker type --

Cooker model --

Fridge type --

Fridge model --

Other Incorporates a gas oven
and grill and a three
burner gas hob. A 113
litre, 240 volt electric
refrigerator. Base units
with cupboards and
drawers under a worktop
with inset sink and mixer
tap. Extractor over
cooker

Heating

Type --

Make --

Model --

Fuel Diesel

Other remarks Provided by a diesel
fired boiler with a
radiator in each cabin
(excluding the galley).
The heating system can
be isolated in order to
produce hot water only.

Hot water

Type --

Make --

Model --

Fuel --

Other remarks Supplied by two pumps
and delivered via
concealed polybutylene
pipework. One pump is
for hot water. The
second pump with large
pre-filter for cold water
and a secondary
sterilising filter to a
drinking water outlet in
the galley.

Additional heating --

In the bathroom

Bath --

Shower Yes

Hip bath --

Basin Yes

Toilet type Pump Out

Toilet make --

Toilet model --

Toilet tank capacity --

Toilet remarks Fitted with an offset
pivot shower door and
enclosure with
thermostatic mixer,
extractor light fan and
laminated surround.
Large mirror and 12v
electric automatic
shower emptying pump,
a vanity unit with basin
and an electric flush
toilet with remote tank

Electrical systems

DC voltage 12v

No. of batteries (start) --

No. of batteries
(domestic)

--

Split charging --

Other --

240 volt electrical systems

Inverter make Victron

Inverter rating 3kw

Generator make --

Generator rating --

Shoreline NO

Other Supplied by a Victron
Multiplus sine wave 3kw
inverter/charger.
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Other

Additional information

Interior sundries Stereo radio/CD player with multi speaker system and USB input. Secure box. 12 volt
high and low level LED lighting throughout. Flotex carpet to all areas except Galley and Showerrooms
where Polysafe vinyl flooring is fitted. Curtains to all windows. USB charging point in all cabins. Approved
smoke and CO alarm. Safety and Navigation Equipment Bow, stern and side fenders and three mooring
lines. Three fire extinguishers and a fire blanket fitted internally. A long pole, short pole with boat hook
fitted to the roof brackets. Additional equipment includes three windlasses, three mooring spikes, two lump
hammers and a water hose.
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